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other G.W. 'graduate who' had
by Stephen Reimer ~,
,',.
In extremely sketctl'Ydetail. it
comparable qualifications. At
On June 13.1977, Ms. Karyl
,has been alleged thatthefollowthis point student representative
Luck filed a. complaint of dis:
ing..events took place: .
.Barbara Pearl was ordered by
,crimination with the EquaJEm.December
2, 197~KarylDean
Kramer to leave the
ployment Opportunity Sommis' . Luck submitted her application
meeting'; The faculty then voted
sion (EEOC) againstthe Nationto Arthur Miller:
'"
, on themotion-21 against, 4 in
alLawCenter. This information
January
]0.
1977-Kary]
favor. 2abstained:.Thefaculty
has just recently been released to ,Luck
called Professor Miller to
then voted to adopt the recomThe Advocate and the. Hatchet. 'determinetne
status':-of the
mendationsofthe
faculty'
On December 2. 1976, Ms. Luck
application, Resaid it would be
"appointmentscommittee.
filedan application for employconsidered January 13.. · ','
.. If Ms, Luck proves her allegamentwith Professor Miller, then
January , 14-16; 1977-AII
. tionthatone of the grounds for
head of the facuItyappoint~memb~rs
of the appointments:
Prof Arthur S Miller
denying her. an interview was her
'ments committee: Kary] Luck"
Prof.lrving.KaytoR •
committee other-thanProfessor.
...•
,"':
.'
,.status as a separated woman,
.was' applying for one of two ination is the fact she wasliving~,Miller
stated they had noknow-mtervlew.l/ofs;
Mtller.D~na]d'living
with .someone other than
remaining openings on the .fac- . with, but notmarried to.Profes-«,
]~dgeofKary]Lucl(sapplica
.. 'Po Rothschild, Leroy Mernfield'-'her,
husband,' it 'appears that
ulty, One of these was in ' the SOl', Irving Kayton,' the. Director
tion. '" .' ...•.
.,.'.'.....
' ,'"
.. and. Harold .P. ·Green·voted'
.she will have proved discriminafield. of trust and 'estates; the of'the patent-Law Program at
January '16;~1977-,.,..Profess~~against; Prof. Teresa Schwartz. . tion under the D.C. Human
other was in the tax field. Ms. ,. the LawCenter. .
.
Miller told Professor Kayton voted in fa~or; The ~o.gro.unds· '"Rights
Ms. Luck's status as .
Luck graduated from
the
Although Ms. Luck-made a
that Karyl Luck's resume had ~lIegedlydlscussed In justifica- . a G.W.'graduate would not have
NationalLaw CenterinJanuary,
timely-application and although-been
presen!ed ,to the appoint-!lon
~or a refusal to grant' a,n .,beena reasonable ground to
i974:She ranked 1stinher class her credentials-were allegedly at • rtlenr committee .members.v-> mte~lew were 1) Ms. ·Luc~s ... denyher an interview, whether
and was a member of both Law least as" good as those orMs.
,-' January! 7, t 9177""":'Appoint~
..manta] status .and2) her recent:'or not suchajustificationwas
,Review~andtheOrderofthe
Paula Harbison, the candidate
ment commIttee ~embers other ;,G~W. gradua!lon. . .
.
,.ever
: presented.
Professor
Coif. She ifumediate]y took.~ whowasofferedthetrustandc:
than Professor Mlllert,()J~ ~
. January_.2~,19777A·genera]Schwartzwas
appointed to the
positi()nwith it highly respected estates position, Ms. Luck.)vas.
fessorKayt0!1 that they'recelved: ..J~c,~u]~~~eetl.ng was.,~.eI~.·,:J'!1;_.",.facu]tY;only one year after
law firm specializing in estate denied even .therightJo
.an
no re~~me f~r Kary~'Luck from faculty;appOlntments':commffiee
havinggradu8.ted from the-Naplanning, tax' and rea] estate. At interview.
.
~rofessor MIller,.,
.'
rec~m~ended that twope~ons
(Ccintinued on page 6)
. ,. .
thetime of herapplication,she<
Professor Kaytonand
Ms. . .Jam~ary 18, 1977-,.,..Ameetmg .-:--Fleldmg(tax) and HarbIson
".
.
had been engaged "in act,ive.;Luck have documented in detail .. of the faculty appointments was ..(trustand.estates>-:be
offered
.practice for three years in the,' their recolleCtion of the events_convened~The
sole student rep: the positions then open. Profes. areas for which. there~ere~which.transpired
in this matter . resentative attending the meet~sor Kaytonthen made a niotion
faculty openings hel'eat
the 'l)etween December 2"1976 and'
ingwas' asked to leave. Professor that" the ..facu]ty appointments
National Law ~enter.Ms: Luck January21,1977.Theirrecollec~
Miller, then brought"IIp
the.c()mmitteewithdraw,its
recomhad als~ 'pubhshed avarte~ of tion has been disputed by sever~] 'matter of Kary] ,Luck's applica- <mendations until they had an
lega] artIcles on relateds~bJ~ts.
faculty members directly. intion.·The committee voted 4..1 opportunity to review thecandi.
•. by Wayne Michel and;
CentraHoher charge of dlscrtm~_voIYec.lin thecomp]aint."againsf
granting Ms. Luck an dacyof,Karyl
Lyckand'any'
,
,Larry MlDer
Recently in a Florida courtroom television was put on·trial.
The defense attorney for '15year-old Rona]d.Zamora alleged
that his client did not know right
., from wrong due to. the influence
.. "
.- ,',,"
-:........
- '.' ...<:\ .._
'
"., '
- "'.'
~.,.;.
i~' .:.,::.:~.-.
'
of hours of viewing police shows
by Stephen Reimer '.
'.
After some initial business was conducted at the Oct. 21 meeting,
At a heated facultrineeting held on Oct; 21, the faculty voted to
Professor Donald P. Rothschild introduced the dean search ~
adopt a resolution to establish a dean searchcommittee.comprised
recommendationforeonsideration
by the faculty. This began a long
, of seven members of·the tenured faculty. An amendment ."to this, process of amendments and points of ordercompleie with flashes of
.
0
resolution was also adopted which .instructed the committee to
anger and impatience. Professor John .Banzhafs amendments,
present atthe November 18th faculty meeting recommendatiQns as which attemptea to change the recommendation of the faculty ~
to the mode of participation ·of interested parties who are not
appointments committee so as to include student representatives; 'andsit-coms.The court allowed
tenured faculty. .
';' . ,
appeared to draw the majoritY of the fire. The remainder of the this defense of "involuntary
The controversy which permeated the meeting centered around'
faculty, probably for a' varietY' of reasons, almost, unanimously television intoxication." "The
the l;xtent to which students would be allowed to participate in the
defeated every 'amendment that he' .proposed. The ..,student' jury found Zamora guilty.
dean search. Numerous statements were made aLthemeeting that'
government, which actively p~rticipatedin this meeting, largely
No one, not even the most
student participation was ,both desired and necessary. Amendments.
supported Professor Banzhafs motions though there were severa] ardent critic of television, can
to the resolution aimed, at including direct student involvement in
instances where the three Student Bar Association (SBA) members' . claim. that . any individual is
the committee at this time were,however, repeatedly voted down by' 'split their votes.
.,
,,",
,'forced
to watch a particular
overwhelming majorities.
'~.
.In the discussion, Professor. Rothschild explained that the' :te]evision program or even
"At the previous faculty meeting, the faculty appomtments
recommendation of the faculty appointments committee was.taken· television for that matter. Not
committee was asked to present at the Oct. 21 meeting a
almost. entirely· from the faculty code. The faculty code does not only is there great variety on
recommendation on how to begin the search for the dean. Student
mention participation by students or alumni. Professor Rothschild television, a phenomenon now
members were not present at that meeting. On Tuesday, Oct. 18, the
emphasized that student participation was desired and stated that endangered by the critics of sex
appointments committee met, without student participation, 'and
the recommendation' was not an attempt to exclude such and violence on·television, there
adopted the recommendation that the dean search committee be
participation. Professor Sharpe stated that the code section appears are other forms of entertaincomposed of 7 tenured faculty members. At the Oct. 21 meeting,
to bar student representatives from. being on the committee. Severa] ment. If children are unduely
substantial discussion was centered around the lack of actual notice" faculty members expressed opinions appearing to agree with this influenced by te]evisionit
is
of the meeting to the student government. It was not contested that
position. Ifthis is determined to be the corr~ct reading of the faculty important. to place the blame
an attempt was made to give notice and that the attempt was not· code section, students will be denied both membership and voting where it belongs on parents
successful until after the committee had 'met.
rights on the committee.
(Continued on page 7) (Continued on page 6)
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KarylLiuck'
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A~tertheb ..arra.geO~Charges.Claimsan.d..den.ials. openly. ,Yet the committee seemedt~igno;e·ilie
.
the Issue' still remains clouded .. But since the
teachings of canon Nine as it proceeded. Seeing a·-:,.
,
'"
. , matter of Karyl Luck's application (see related
prospectively touchy issue. the committee should
,
. 'story. page one) is too importanttoignore s-we will have gone out of its way to make sure that no one
. here attempt.to clear the air.
would look at the proceedings and see in them
'Luck; a former associate with a prestigious
even the appearance of'impropriety.Unfortunate-":
Washington law.firm, applied for a job with the
ly, they did riot.
,',
... .1..1..1.
.
'law center in December 1976. One of her specialWhenth~Jltory
.'wasfirst'teportedin
the."
ties in practice was trusts and estates. A graduate ··Hatchet,the~ption."lives with complainant'twas,
•'knowledge. Prof. Green has been . of the law center. Luck had been living withG W
inadvertently placed under a photograph of Prof.
able to function quite well 'Law Prof. Irving Kayton for about' a year or so. ,. -Arthur Miller. It had been intended asa caption
withoutmaking the law school
The faculty appointmentscommitte was at the. fora photograph of ProfrKayton, Miller was
the Foggy Bottom branch of time looking fora person to fill"the trust-and . outraged and has filed a' complaint' with the
Fried. Frank.
estates position left vacant by the departure of>. University Publications Committee. Miller dlso
So instead of hiring David Prof. Roger Kuhn.
.
has threatened to sue for libel.
Kempler. a teacher with a .' It has been claimed by Luckin a complaint filed
' The Hatchet article stated in the second
superior record who had already. June 13 with the Equal Employment Opportunity
paragraph that itwas Kayton and not Miller who
proved himself at GW, the Commission (EEOC) that her application was not
was living with Karyl Luck. In the next issue.the
committee hired persons who even considered because (1) she was living with Hatchet made a front page correction.
had never taught here. The other Kayton, and (2) she was a'GW law center .l'heHatchet'serrorwasnotintentionalanddid
persons looked qualified accor- graduate.
..,
.'
.'
no damage to Miller's reputation because almost .
ding to their resumes. But that is
University policy' as set out in the Faculty . everyone who read the article was fully aware of
not the point.
Handbook states that "The basic criteria for the actual situation. We urge Prof. Miller not to
. The 'point is that an excellent appointment and promotion shall be appropriate
sue and to quickly forget the matter.
professor was. already here at qualifications and performance., Relationship by
The exclusion of the student members of the ,
GW, dying to devote himself to family or marriage shall constitute neither an committee was wrong. Since the students had '
helping students understand tax . advantage nor a deterrent to appointment."
been allowed to consider all theother candidates
law. And the Committee review·There is also the matter of the exclusion of for teaching positions. the committee should have
ed his application and turned student members of the Committee. when the allowed the students to consider the application of
him down.'
.
Committee allegedly decided to consider, Ms.' Luck. By excluding the students, the committee
We are not saying that what Luck's application. and the excuse that some seemed to give the impression that something
the committee did was improper committee members give for not considering the. improper was going on.
.
_
or illegal. What the committee applicationv--c there was .a faculty meeting ,The last matter is that of Karyl Luck's request
did was within the rules, but we scheduled for that week and it was desirable to get .for compensation. Her claims seem unjustified.
feelnotinthebestinterestsofth_~'
faculty members appointed as soon as possible." Almost as unjustified as the.committee'salleged
students of this law center.
It seems to us that the Handbook firmly states
treatment of her.
.
'."
.
Pure and simple, the com- that Luck's marital status - her living with
. She is' seeking a full-time position on the
mittee made a mistake-A BIG .' Kayton - should not have' influenced the faculty, money damages for humiliation, atONE. but not one that is irrever-committee's
decusion. Unfortunately. we, feel. it 'tqrney's fees and back pay since September..
.'
sible,
.
did. '
,
Although it seems that Luck has been wronged;
This year the faculty apStepping aside from the issue of whether the she was slighted because the committee did 'not
pointments committee can cor- committee's actions were illegal, as claimed by consider her applications-c notbecause she was
rect its mistake by offering a Luck, there is another issue..
not hired. Therefore. it seems to us that just
position to David Kempler. And
Canon Nine of the American Bar Association's
compensation would be monetary, damages for.'
we urge Mr. Kempler to keep Code of Professional Responsibility states that
humiliation and fair consideration.ofherapplica-:
applying until they do.
"Every lawyer owes a solemn duty' to uphold the '. tion for employment. Even if a special committee"
A teacher who knows his integrity and '.honor of his profession ... and to must be established, Luck must receive fair and
material and can' communicate. strive to avoid not only profesional impropriety
impartial consideration. And if she is qualified.
his knowledge to his students is a' but also the appearance of impropriety,"
she should be hired" The law center should not.
person to be valued. The faculty
.Obviously. the faculty members on the com- come up with the excuse that all the trusts and
appointments committee should 'mittee knew that whether or not to consider
estates positions are filled. because all or most of
hire Mr. Kempler while he is still Luck's application would be a decision that could . the present trust and .estates classes are overavailable.
look at the least improper if it was not done
crowded. .
.

.

_____

-

.....

'.

. .

Ier
Da
. V'1-d K'eYYlp'
,

i

Aside from the faculty appointments committee's mishandling
of Karyl Luck's
application. . the Committee
. erred another way.
Last school year. the Committee was looking for a. tax
professor. One of.the applicants
for the position was David
Kempler. a young tax attorney
who had taught part-time fora
number of semesters at GW.
Antioch. Catholic, Georgetown
and other area law schools.
Kempler's reputation with
GW students was exemplary. He
was teaching a tough course, yet'
he retained the respect of his'
students ... and they learned the
material. He knew his stuff and
was able to communicate his
knowledge to his students.Many
students described him as the
best teacher they had had in law
school.
The committee
granted
Kempler consideration of 'his
application and an, interview.
. Then the faculty members of the,
- . committee decided that Kempler
was not good enough to become
'a full member of law. school
faculty/One Committee member
said that the committee didn't
want to hire Kempler because the
law school would just become
the downtown branch office of
his tax practice.
.
It should be noted that Prof. .
Harold P. Green, a member of
the committee at the time. is a
full partner in the Washington
law firm of Fried. Frank, Harris,
Shriver & Kampelman. To our

i

Dean Search Needs Students
On Friday October 21, the desired student participation in
faculty of' the National Law the search for the, dean. An
Center set up a dean search, amendment by Prof. Harold P.
committee composed solely of Green states that the dean search
tenured faculty members. (See committee is to make recomrelated story. page one). Almost mendations on the mode of p.arunanimously. they refused to ticipation for all other ,PartIes,
include student representatives including students. While paron the committee at this time. At ticipation in, the form of recomthe same time, a lar.8enumber of-mendations and suggestions are
professors stated that they apparently invited by the comAdvocate
'Basement Bacon Hall' 676-7325
Contributors: Pro( John F. Banzhaf II, Shambu' Chopra, Ben'
Graham.,Jim Heller, Katy Judd. Richard Kaye. Wayne Michel,
Larry Miller. Nancy E. Preston, Joseph R. Salcetti. Judy
Schuster.
'
Editors:
Andy Lopez, Ron Ostroff. Stephen Reimer
Business Manager:
Assoc. Business Manager:
Layout:

William Permutt
Judith Dein
Drew Trachtenberg

Editorial opinions do not necessarily reflect the views of the
entire editorial staff.

Letter

to the Editor~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

rnittee, the committee meetings ~iiiiiiiiii_
are presently closed to all but
committee members.
'The committee will make its. Dear Sir:
decisions as to what it feels our.
While it is not denied that the Jacob Burns Law library has been
rights are in a meeting where we doing yeoman's service to the National Law Center's students all '
not only do not have any voting these years, it is however pertinent to note that there have been
power but from which we are certain.lapses in it's various services to the students. For example,
excluded. This isa very bad old copies and editions of law journals are often not found in' the
beginning.
shelves. This is not due to the fact that the users do not replace the
,The faculty did state that it is - books back in the shelves. Certain old issues are simply not available
making a good faith effort.to
in th~library.
assure student participation.
A second discomfiture to students is the fact that at anyone time,
We recommend that the stu- one or more of the Xerox machines are out of order. This results in·
dent body -act now. We en- an unnecessary waste of time by going up anddown the elevators to
courage a flood of. recom-. make Xerox copies in other machines which are in good working
mendations and proposals to the order.
.members" of the special' com-'
A 'third 'matter of inconvenience to library users is that .of
mittee concerning methods by restrooms which are located only in the second and fifth floors. A
which the student body should good deal of time and effort is apparently spent in going up and
participate.
.
" down the stairs orthe elevators for going to therestrooms.
If the· faculty is true to its
Last but not least in importance is the shortage of cubicles for
word, then the clouds of doubt graduate students. this is indeed a dire necessity and more cubicles
and skepticism will vanish in the for those pursuing graduate and/or research studies must be made
sunlight of the committee recom- available. It is hoped the Library authorities will·take note of the
mendations at the November' 18 aforesaid complaints.
meeting. If not. then perhaps. let
,
Shambu Choprq
it rain.
.
(Chopra is a-student member of the law center library committee).
"I..•.•
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Nancy E~'Preston, 'Va. NORML

~>

, GWv~ Georgetoum

"

legal profession who are
To the Editor:
"":' " While, I am sure that : generally out of touch with
, Professor Banzhafs thoughtdevelopments in law school
education.'
"
ful and informative comments
In the more than four years In SeptemberI977~'
Virginia NORML .discuss .the. issue with a Virginia.NORML·
about the selection of a new
of admissions work that' I
(National Organization for the Reform, of representative, One person had no opinion and dean and the, direction that
have, done, I have often
Marijuana Laws) sent a marijuana questionaireto . remained neutral on the issue.'
,the National Law' Center
accepted
all the candidates. involved in the upcoming . Although pleased with the resultsofthe survey, should betaking
will be encountered
November 8 General Election to discover their .•..Virginia NORML feels that the vast majority of greatly appreciated, I wish to , applicants who must decide
to attend
the
attitudes towards' reforming Virginia's current: candidates in the upcoming election are apparent- .' take- exception to . his corn- '".whether
marijuana laws,"> . .
.,'.
. ;: ..'. ly undecided about whether'Virginia:s marijuana- ments comparing the Law National Law Center or
Georgetown University Law
Almost sixty percent (58.3%) of the candidates laws should be, modified. Commenting upon the Center.
unfavorably
(0
. School.
We have, been
who responded with definite. answers favor de- results, Nancy E. Preston, Staff Director of Georgetown Law School,
criminalizing personal possession of.marijuanna Virginia NORML, stated, ..If Virginia NORMLis
Although he refers to cer- ..successful in attracting a large
in Virginia. Almost sixty percent (58.3%) also to achieve its goal of marijuana decriminalization tain •.recent surveys in his proportion of the applicants
favor reducing the penalty range for distributing in Virginia.jnany.of the persons elected from this article; he does not. identify. by encouraging them to visit
marijuana from the current penalty of 5-40 years group need to be made aware of the legal, medical. the basis .on which.' these" both schools" to, talk with as
many students as possible
in prison and/or $25,000 fine to .more' closely and social evidence that helps dispell many fears surveys were made. One of the
who had to make the same
. parallel the Federal penalty of 0-5 years andjorvthatexist
because of misinformation and mis- reasons that the American
choice,
to speak with,
$15,000 fine. Over fifty percent (52.4%) also ' understandings.".
".
,.' ....
.
Bar
Association,
the
believe that marijuana shouldbe rescheduled to
Despite the lack of participation by this American Association of Law members of both faculties and
permit use under ,medical supervision. .Only majority group, the .survey provides the oppor- Schools and all. of the major. to consult with both the
placement . offices at the
seventeen percent (l7~1%) feel that local.jurisdic-: tunity, especially for those who feel marijuana law schools will not sanction
schools and the personnel
tionsshould be given statutory authoritytopass
decriminalization-is an important issue, to know such surveys or ratings is that
managers of local law firms.
local ordinances regulating marijuana possession the views
some, of the candidates in the they cannot agree on the
I am surprised that, we
for personal use. '.
',,'
. November General Election.
factors, to be used in making
Virginia NORMLbelievesmanYcandidates"
Virginia NORML thanks those candidates who such evaluations. For every attract as many applicants as
we do, since some faculty
endorsed decriminalization of marijuana posses- took time torespond to the questionnaire and .survey
that
places
.
members apparently feel that
sion for personal use because, as John G. Corboy extends a continuing.invitation for comment on Georgetown .Law Center
the National Law Center
(Independent, Fairfax and Falls Church) com- the results ofthesurvey or any other aspect of the' higher than the National Law
mented,medical studies haveshown thatmari- issue.. ;c, "
~
Center .there is another that' "ranks" substantially below,
Georgetown."
» .
juana "is no .worse and may not~e as bad as . Virginia NORML is a~'affiliate of National places us on a.par or higher
JasephR: Salcetti
alcohol which. is : approved . and sold by the 'NORML (National Organization for the Reform" .than Georgetown .. Some of
Office of Admissions
Commonwealth .. ." Others, while disagreeing of Marijuana Laws), non-profit organization the more common rankings
with complete decriminalization for personal use, working to decriminalize the private use of are based on .GPA/ LSAT
apparently agree with Richard R.G. Hobson' marijuana. NORML does not advocate the use of averages,
student/faculty
(Democrat, Alexandria) that "some civil fine for any recreational drug, including marijuana,' ratios, library volumes per
The Advocate welcomes all
first offenders should be explored." -,
alcohol or tobacco, but does believethat criminal student, and soon. It seems. contributions from the Un"The statistical results' are based;oridefinite· penalties for personal use of marijuana are obvious that the least reliable
iversitycommunity. All subresponses given by oversixteen percent (l6~1%) of inapproporiate, unjust and cruel when applied to of these surveys are ,those
missions should be typed,
the candidates polled. Three percent declined to social conduct that poses no direct threat or harm .based on the opinions of. triple-spaced, on a 55·space
answer the"questions but expressed their desireto towards others: •
.'.
'
practicing members of the
line.
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Program Board presents:
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'x "

Marcel ,Carne .

-

CHILDREN OF PARADISE
(LES ENFANTSDU PARADIS)

.
",'"

THE GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
'PROGRAM BOARD

.'

,

27,

Friday

pm

at 7:30, 9:30,and 1l:3Q for 50 cents
In The Ballroom

··SATURDAY·
October

;,l

HALLOWEEN PARTY

29
"C"BUILDING
ROOM 101
t.
.",.,

.< •

WEEKEND
..
:CARRIE.
Evening,!J'he Twenty-eighth ofOciober
Featuring

MARVIN CENTER
BALLROOM

c

You To A'

HALLOWEEN

Thursday

8:00

'

.,.,Cordiallylnvites.

October

Saturday Evening, The Twenty-ninth of October,,'
At Nine O'Clock,
Marvin Center First Floor Cafeteria'
Special Entertainment by
LIVE BAND
~
FREE REFRESHMENTS, BEER AND APPLE CIDER,
Costume Contest
ADMISSION: $1.00 with costume
$1.25 Without Costume

.•
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Price'sTrioersions: Make
A Very. Wilde Delight
/

by Ron Ostroff
tells of how he was almost ~'crucified" when "I
Orie person shows usually come in three called farmers, their peasants ... because it's more
varieties: lectures" dramas and readings. Hal poetical."
- , .
Holbrook's famous "Mark Twain Tonight" and' ,"The playwright John Gay has arranged the
James Whitmore's "Will Rogers USA" were both play, in half the production Wilde almost comc:s
brilliant lectures changing from night to night off as a very talented stand up comic. Most of his
according to the mood of the actor.
one-liners are just extremely creative zingers;
Whitmore's presentation of President Truman
Price's diction and accent are more than
in "Give 'Em Hell' Harry", and President pleasing to the ear. Even when the. seemingly
Theodore "Roosevelt in "Bully", and Anne 'British affectation is inadvertently dropped and
Bancroft's portrayal of Golda Meir in "Golda", Price reveals his own very famous voice, Price is
_despite the presence of 26 performers; were one Wilde. And Wilde is wild and wonderful»
person 'shows of the drama variety. Each, , Contrary to popular belief, Wilde informs his
however, did include a hint of lecture.'.
"audience that "Politicians are not true liars. They
Vincent Price's portrayal of Oscar Wilde in never even rise to the levelof misrepresentation. If
"Diversions & Delights (at Ford's Theatrejis a a man is so unimaginative that he must, bring
lecture which slides into readings. It is supposed to proof in support of a lie, he might as well speak the
be taking place in a concert hall on the Rue de latruth."
,
Pepinier, Paris, France, in 1899, the year before
Onwomeri, Wilde notes that "Twenty years of
Wilde's death.
'romance makes her look like a ruin. Twenty years
As a lecture, "Diversions and Delights" is of marriage makes her look like a . public "
bri.niant and so is the le~tur,er. Jo~n Gay has building ..'"
. .,:'
" "'"
'''I
cannot abide a man whodoesn't.have a single redeeming vice",
kmtt~d to~ether some of ~!Ide s best lines to come
Speakmg ?~ cntics; he explams I.am ~oldthat says Vincent Price's Oscar, Wilde in "Diversions & Delights" at
up Withthis very entertammg look at a man who all drama cntics can be bought. But judging from Ford's Theatre thru October 30..,
"
once described himself as "a touring scandal."
their appearance, they can't be very.expensive,"
Oscar Wilde "in the wicked flesh" is brutally
In the second act, Price's Wilde turns almost
honest. "1promise notto lead you into the paths of melancholy as he remembers his,terrible times inA'
' virtue ... If luffend you, do not be vexed. I offend prison. The inedible food, the stinking . and ".
"
everyone indiscriminately ... [and] If that shocks unsanitary conditions, the earinjurywhich actsup

!!!!!!!'!' !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!' !!!!.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

'0 V' 0 C~:TE
',"R.A'
.T:~.''_S".·

you, you may leave; But you have no hope of during the lecture and later killed him. His tales
"
getting your money back.""
are strong and touching.
,
Price's Wilde is more than I expected. There is
But once Price slides out of the lecture and into .
no trace of the horrible ghoul of countless horror a reading, much of the audienceslidesinto near
movies. .Here Vincent Price is trying to totally boredom. The readings break up the production.
divorce himself from past roles and be completely .They give theatre-goers time to wonder-ifthey are
different. He even made the ultimate sacrifice of supposed to be sitting on the cushions on their '.,'. .
. shaving off his mustache.,
' chairs or leaning back on them.iOr.why those
_
He enters dressed in a dark Victorian suit. He is" ancient chairs are so damned uncomfortable in the
capped with a beautiful long brown wig parted in first place.
.
the center and is holding a yellow rose. The perfect. If! really wanted to listen to Price read, andJ'd'
'. ..'
,·c.
_"
,
dandy. Then he opens his mouth and you no liketo;Iwouldcertainlynotwanthimtoputonan..
.
longer have to imagine why Oscar Wilde had a accent. His voice can not be bettered. Those are
. by Andrew Lopez .
cent.~e fact that .t~esew~renot
reputation forbeing outrageous.
the fones I want to hear reading verse.:>"
,,' . Gunther Schuller and the ~ew pro~es~..onal musicians in the
Looking about 40, the nearly 68-year-old Price
Aside from the readings, most of"Diversions& England Conservatory -Ragtime mon~~~ sense of.t~e word but
. whirls around the stage in oceans of wit, pompo- Delights" is a puredelight -.Price and Wilde work Ensemb~e_on Oct. •.15th br?ught ..ce~a~nly wer~ artistically made
sity, and conceit. He talks about his lecture tour in well together. .
..
'.
.
to Washington the old.fashioned !helr accomplishment ~h.ateven"those peculiar states so called united in,. And r.. you lean back on the cushions.unless yet . contemporary . sound of mg all'the more excltmg and
America."Gettingofftheboat, "Acustom'sagentyouwant
a very sore posterior..
ragtime..
'.,
..enjoyabl:!o
hear ... ,,,
wanted to know what I had to declare." Wilde . "Diversions & Delights" will run' through .Perfo~ng
selectio~s' (rom "In addition to Joplin s Maple
announced:. "Nothing but my geniu!l!" He alsoOctober-30 at Ford's Theatre.
- -Scott Jopli?,'s '~TheL1ttle·R.edLeaf. Rag" and "The EnterBack Book, theywe~e magmfi~ tainer",they.playedTom
Tur.'
.
pin's "Harlem Rag", Joseph
,Lamb's ....Ragtinie Ensemble",
.. ' .
.
. .,
•...
"
_,.
,
. '.
.,"
selections composed by Artie
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(Looking' For. Mr. Goodbar}

Book Makes 'Disap' pointiIig:Movie··c<:1d~.~~~:::'~~~'::
.

.,

.

.

.

...;

, .'
feature of the program ISthat It IS
.'
'..'not
set in advance. Instead
By Richard Kaye
escape her past and present To strengthen the dichotomy judges the viewer's appreciation Gunther Schuller will announce
.
and
through ~ex and drugs,. Her life ~tween Terry'S. "strai~t".day
of subtlety and resorts to heavy- each selection before it is played.
Judy Schuster,
by day IS spent !eachmgdeaf life and her thnll-seekmg mght handed treatment of symbols to Not only does this allow for spur
One would think it would be children in an elementary school life the -characters of James explain the characters.
of the moment decisions but also
easy to. ta.ke a good book a?d and at nigh.t,she cruises the bars. (presented adequately by WilliThe brutality
Terry's forces the audience to listen
make .It ll~tO.a good, mOVle. In Lookmg For Mr ..Goodbar am Atherton) an~ To?y ~re used. murder is .underscored b her carefully_ to Schuller's Oral
Sometimes It just doesn t work. the character of Terry ISleft un- On the face of It, thiS IS a neat killer's unexpl'
d
y . . history of the selection. In
· Pi
G db b did
b
I'
. h
h' I
d
.
d'
ame emergence . .
.
.u;o k mg or lYl r. 00 ar, y eve ope ut lor g Impse~m t e v.e IC.e to ra"?atlze an .. dls- from the' night. While the ..addition to the title we get a brief
Judith Rossner, was a compell- form of flashbacks, fantasies and tmgUlsh Terrys two lives. woman' , m d
.
. d d musical.'b.i.ography of the com..
II ld
d I
lit
th ' H
ll'
J
h
s
ur er IS m ee
'
mg story'hwe. to ~~ ~I e- scen~s strun~ hoose y oge er m f o;ever! ..~ ~wm~ 1ame:, t e senseless .. and without clear' poser, the year of the music's
'. van~ to ht e timeIS.
~ htl m ahnlam~teluns fjalttemTPt
at pSY-damiftyl~n .et' sTocla~or'ledr'lifitomotivation, the final gory scene composi~ion, and how it relates
verSIOn, owever. oses sig 0 f C. OgI~ pro I e.. 00· many. ~ so IU m 0 er:Y s WI
e fails to leave the viewer with an .'to the era' of ragtime. Thlls you
th.e path~s of the book ~ogether times Diane Ke~ton ,does. not (nght up to the mg~t .of ?er insight._·
y learn how James Europe who
Withthe Simpletale-telling sty!e escape the C?medlenne s nuances death) undercuts the dls~mctlO.n
.
after returning from entertaining
of Ms. Rossner. The sympathetiC and expressIOnsof her successful and muddles the portrait of hiS . Books a':ld movies are 'the dou hbo s in Euro e was
character o~ Terry Dunn is lost fli~ks with Woody All~n. .I~all character.To?y; portrayed com- different media. If a film cannot· stabbed fo de~th b hisd:'u~mer
amidst a circus of freaks and fairness, however, she IShmlted petently by Richard Gere, as her capture the flow and develop- d'
. t
. y.
Diane Ke~ton's portrayal of the by a script which presents a street-wise lover is a believable ment ofthe written word, thenit: u~m~ anm ~ml;SI~.niory the
leading character.
collage of incidents rather thlln a character and brings some comic ought to be worthy enough to ~R ~. en~ug~I'
'}\h y' conm e, I ithe the
The protagonist,
Theresa story line. Her world, as Terry, is relief to the film.
stand on its own legs. Looking t' ag Ime
Dunn, a woman scarred by a peopled by bizarre relatives and '. ' Looking For Mr. Goodbar is ,Por.At
... r. Goodbar does not.
lDue · p aYlD g t WIthey ex.
.
d '11
d'
. h· h
h
't
h'"
d' I
f h
..
,
smoo th ness an d s y e
trau~atlc chi!dhoo I ':less a!1 a~q~amtances Wit . w om t e qUI e.grap. ICm ItS. ISPa~ 0 t e
Lookin? For Mr. Goodbar is •hibited, will surely become as
rebelll~g agam.st !1 stnct Insh viewer c~n barely relate, let alone se~mler. Side of hfe. Dlrect?r now playmg at the K-B Cinema well known and appreciated as
Cathohc upbnngmg seeks to, sympathize.
Richard Brooks, however,. mlS- and other area theatres.
those who gave birth to ragtime.
.'.'
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'on, God!J:· George

•

Burns zs Almighty

by Ron Ostroff
"t"6'tellthe world that ciodis alive
arid his family on the tube, 'his
The last time I saw God - on and well and that man can make'
wife objects, and the filmmakers
film that is - was in the public the world work.
, use Denver to get a point of view
television production of Bruce
Landers is sure he is going.
across. "Jerry, I don't want the
Jay Friedman's play "Steam- crazy. Throughout the film God
kids on TV," says his wife. "It
bath" where God is a Puerto slowly convinces Landers ~fHis
can't be any worse than watchRican steambathattendant. He existence." And then Landers
ing," he retorts.
was a young, vindictive and tries to spread God's words to a
. One of the best jobs in the
conceited guy who enjoyed public who think Landers should
. is Paul Sorvino's portrayal of a
showing off with minor miracles. " be straight-jacketed, taken away
very exaggerated money hungry
The play was very attractive 'and locked up ina padded cell
evangelist, the Reverend Willie
entertainment, but Friedman's for a long, longtime. The movie
Williams. Doing the work of
God wasn't.
chronicles Landers' troubles
God. (according to the Burns
God's most recent cinematic and how his chance meeting with
character, it'sobviously someappearance is a different matter God changes his life. ,
one else), Sorvino is all the putentirely. After almost 75 years in- The entire cast of "Oh, God!"
your - hands - on - the - radio show business, George Burns is first rate. Even the minor roles
and -dig -down -into -your -pocfinally got the ultimate leading, are played by well seasoned pros.
kets -to - give -me -the -green
role - God. Burns plays a The only 'green performer.rand
bills - of - salvation preacher,
concerned Almightly with a the weakest link in ,the casting
As Sorvino's faithful masses
grand sense of humor and chain, is John Denver;
try to hallelujah and amen the
timing. But unlike Friedman's
Denver is the new.kidon the
"non-believers" out of this
God, who would find any excuse block. Arid in this, his first film,
world, you may be reminded of
to show off, the character Burns . he doesn't sing a note. The pubDon Imus' equally fraudulent
plays is modest. He doesn't want licity for the film describes him as
Rev. Dr. Billy Sol.Hargus ofthe
to act Godlike. "I don't do an "ordinaryyoung manwho has
First Church of the Gooey Death
and Discount House in Del Rio,
miracles any more," says Burns,' become an extraordinary per- '
Texas. Needless to say, Sorvino's
"they're too flashy. Besides they sonality." Qne .out of two, isn't
beautiful characterization is not
get things outofbalance. My last bad. Denver is ordinary, yes ...
miracle,was the 1969 Mets.".' ' extraordinary, no. Maybe that's Lively octogenarian George Burns shows 'em where he lives as he one that will be enjoyed bythe
likes of Reverend Ike, Oral
Enter John Denver as Jerry why he fits the Landers role so plays the title roie in the' film':Oh, God!"
Landers, a not very religious well. '
",
"
_In the. role of the top deity, 27th floor suite, Burns instructs Roberts or Billy Graham.
Among the other familiar
assistant manager of a California
Landers seems to ,have' been .George Burns is, if you'll pardon "Don't smoke, tobacco was one
supermarket. He gets a note written by Larry Gelbart as some the expression, heavenly. He's of my biggest mistakesf.And in faces in the cast : are Ralph
informing him that God has, what of a schnook. Not a.Woody like a top notch comic playing to this' film, even the constantly Bellamy, William Daniels, Bergranted him an interview at II Allen type of total nebbish, but the world,'
.
' Cigar smoking Burns is sans nard Hughes, Terri Garr,Barry
a.m. the next day at a downtown close.' As, the.. innocent little
Here, God' doesn't look like' cigars.
'
,
.' Sullivan; Dinah Shore, George
hotel. The word interview is assistant manager, he'sconvinc- any "of his pictures you've ever Waiting.for Denver in his su- Furth and Barry Sullivan. "
misspelled. Landers thinks it's a ing. But once Denver gets serious seen. ,He's a little old man' in permarket,Burns examines the . "Oh,God!" probably doesn't
gag, and rips the note in pieces. either in bed or as an evangelist, baggy pants. a 'windbreaker, a lists of ingredients on boxes of sound as hilarious as it is. But
But the note keeps reappearing. it is easy to see why director Carl vizored cap and tennis shoes.
cereals, and, gets disgusted. "All don't be fooled, it's a funny,
Very scared, Landers finally Reiner thought Denver was so The/film makers use Burns' chemicals, ,"'chemicals ... we're relaxing film. .Or as the Burns
goes to the interview and is funny."·,
words of wisdom to geCtheir turning kids into garbage cans.' characters said to Landers when
confronted with a totally white
With Denver in' the Landers views across to the audience,
When, a television film crew he .didn't believe Him, "Trust
room on the 27th floor of'u role, "Oh, God!" becomes goody When Denver, first enters God's wants to, put Jerry the God nut me... Iike it says on the money."
seventeen floor hotel. In the two shoes the all American boy" '
room~anink~omanda~~~
m~ht~
Lo~.Forwme~~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

film

Throughtheintercom,God,who
doesn't want to be seen just yet,
explains that he has picked
Landers as his latest messenger

son, I always figuredGod's"
messengers' were supposed to
have a little "more class and
finesse.

Louis DanceCompany
Visits LisnerAuditorium
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MARYLAND·BAREXAM

by Ben Graham a~KatyJudd
The Murray Louis Dance Company visited Lisner forthe weekend
Long course commences November 22, 1977
and treated the audience to a program of three acts. The first, a world
premiere titled Schubert; is a series Of movements performed to
Short course commences January 2, 1978
Schuberts "Quintet in A Major." ,The variations on this theme
although technically brilliant can be noted for their repitivenessand
lack of flavor. The Company is composed of eight exceptionally
disciplined dancers who seem emotionally limited by the strong
emphasis on mechanics prevalent in Louis' choreography.
The middle section of the evening was Louis alone expressing
himself in a series of skits titled Deja VU. Faintly reminiscent of
slapstick, Louis began each skit with an exaggerated nod offstage, at
one point carrying a chair onstage which he ignored until he removed
it at the end of the piece. A master of percussive movement, Louis
tempered his strict muscular control with his instinctive ability to
entertain. This ubiquitous stage presence smooths the rough edges of
Louis' attempts at humor.
•
Glancesis a group" number which shows a greater degree of
creativity perhaps through its harmony with the use .of. Br~beck's
music. Again, the dancers seem bounded by the limitations of
technique leaving the audience feeling vaguely unfilfilled: Whi.le
exhibiting boundless energy, one senses alack of .enthusiasm m
510 Nort. fred.rick Av.n, G.i,lI.rsbur" M.r,I •• d
movement, a feeling which cannot be totally excused by the le~el of
physical discipline found in the company. A stronger emotional
experience might be achieved through a philosophy allowing greater
Phone
•
fr~dom in rom~tition
iliere~ pro~di~
a more ~~rtced~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
relationship between creative expression of physical ability.

.

Registr.ations are now being taken

For February, 1978 Bar Exam

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
·CONTACT:
Thomas L Beight

20760

948 655 5- 0 r 460.8350
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Televiolence:Is Television Guilty?
(Continued from page 1),
unable or unwilling to supervise
their ,children, not' television
producers who depend upon
"high ,ratings, for continued
financial success.
There are those who would
argue that despite the fact that

fifty million people wish to status for the press. At one time the George' Washi'rigton Univer- on the panel will be spokesmen
watch Starsky and Hutch or there may have been few sity law schoolchapter of Phi from the networks, the National
Kojack, they should, not be broadcast stations, but today Delta Phi will be sponsoring a Association of Broadcasters, and
aired, or if aired only during there are far more community panel discussion on the issue of the Federal Communications
restrictive hours. Organizations radio and television stations violence on television. Set as Communication.
like the Parents-Teachers Asso- than daily newspapers. 'Further- participants are: Rep. Tim
.
ciation (PTA) and the American more, both the print 'and Wirth (D-Colo.) a: member of the
The 'discussion will be on the
Medical Association (AMA) broadcast media are easily House Communications sub- evening of November 8, room
don't deny the popularity or available at minimal costs to the committee and a prime critic of 101 or Building C, 2201 G
even the quality of many of these general public. Yet no one would network television, and David Street. All interested students
shows, but they do feel that such seriously argue that there should Gerber, President' of Columbia and members of the public" are
"violent" shows should not be be government censorship of Pictures Television, producer of invited ,to
attend. Further
televised.
newspapers. Perhaps violent Police Story and Police Woman information may be obtained
The question is why? It has stories (of which there are and a leading opponent of. from Wayne Michel or Larry
been determined
by social increasingly more) should be government intervention. Also Miller at 223-2670.
scientists that the viewing of printed in invisible ink which
.violenee could have negative only become visible after 9
impact on those who are mentally pm-the same magic hour when
unbalanced or too young to violence is allowed on television
Trying to get a good job
appreciate the horror of vio- sets.
(Continuedfrom page 1)
lence, Assuming this, to be true,
The' argument becomes even
with a second rate resume?
one is left with the proposition more ridiculous when one tional Law Center. Further, the<plainant [Ms. Luck]. This is
Forget it. Professionally
,that we.either take our chances watches the evening news replete Faculty i just a few weeks before clearly an error, and this error
prepared resumes and Form land let, the ratings govern with stories graphically report- refusing to interview Ms. Luck, the Hatchet freely admits. Protelevision programming or allowing hijackings, hostage takings, unanimously offered a position fessor Miller also claims 1) to
171 's are our business.
government intervention to die- murder and rape. These stories to Cynthia' Milligan who, had have' been misquoted' in the
We'll do you proud. Come tate that television must be so are prominently played up by graduated only a few years article and 2) to have had an
d
d II d
b h h
.
before KaryI Luck.
agreement with the reporter to
.in or call between 11 and S. mun ane, u an uncontrover-ot
"t e print ,and broadcast
The Hatchet ran an article on checkback with Professor Miller
'sial as to create no threat of media. Yet' the PTA and other
l'
810 18th si., NW
malignant behavior in the pressure groups are pressuring Ms. Luck's EEOC complaint in on any direct quotations. The
unbalanced or immature in our, sponsors, the networks and local their Oct. 13th issue. Professor Hatchet has taken the position
193-S3S3.
country.
,television
stations not to 'air Miller filed a complaint con- that the reporter accurately
_--------..
There is a larger issue in this shows which are far less violent cerning the article with the quoted Professor Miller and that
.controversy than whether fifty than the evening news.
chairman of the University Pub- the reporter had no such agreemillion people can watch Stars- Obviously, our opinion is that lications . Committee. He also ment with Professor Miller. Jeff
~
' ky and Hutch or will be there should be no government discussed the matter-with the Levey, the reporter, said he was
relegated to the Young Daniel intervention regarding television Vice President of Student told by Miller, 'while in the
Boone's of the family viewing programming. However,there
Affairs. The captions for the presence of Dean Edward Potts,
hour? The issue is why are the are many who feel differently as ,photograph of .,.Arthur Miller "If you misquote me, I'll break
broadcast media not deserving exemplified by the recent hot stated he 'lived with the com- your arm."
of the' same First Amendment debates in the federal courts and
freedoms of the print media? the halls of ,Congress.
In today's America there is no Since there is a great deal of
'-----J reason for' such a privileged controversy regarding this issue,
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-Ballet With A
Span ishA ccent

EVERY··AVAILABLEAID
FORTHE LA WSTUDEN
GILBERTlAw SUMMARIES
BLACKSTONE LAW SUMMARIES
LANDMARK LAW SUMMARIES
SMITH REVIEW
NUTSHELL SERIES
AMERICAN LEGAL CASE DIGESTS
CAMBRIDGE OUTLINES
HORNBOOKS

DISCOUNT PRICESAND
COMPLETE SELECTION
·AT ...'
,
'
- /W ASHINGTON
•
. LAW BOOK CO.
1917EyeSt.,N.W.

Tel.785-0424

By Andrew Lopez
On Oct. 7th at the Kennedy
Center Concert Hall the Ballet
Nacional Festivales de Espana
presented a -program that was
supposed to be high-lighted by
Maurice Ravel's "Bolero." But
whether it was the recorded
~usic or, the familiarity of the
piece thechoreography seemed
to lack that extra something.
Instead of the smoldering fire
breaking into an inferno at the
climax, the dancers moved as if
~ they were warming up onstage
instead of behind the curtains.
,Ho~ever the 'second dance
featunng the company's first
ballerina proved to be" what
everyone had come prepared for.
~~ror~ Pons' danc~ng was exhilirating and a JOY to see.
Thankfully, the rest of the
program had this high level of
liveliness and talent.
"Capricho Espanol", the third

dance, was an excellent example
of the influence Spanish music
had and, has on foreign composers. In this case )t was
Rimsky-Korsakoff.
The last three selections of the
first half were similar to each
other in thehigh levelof artistics.
Especially .entertaining
was
"Navarra", This dance despite
the lack of imagination in its
name, can be considered to be a
typical dance of the Spanish
province from whence it came.
What made it outstanding was
the inventiveness and fancy
which the dancers applied to it.
The second half of the
program was devoted exclusively
to provincial dances. "Andalucia," "Aragon", Jota de La
Delores," and "Galicia", areas
rich in history have also produced mavelous powerful dances
masterfully reproduced by the
Ballet Nacional.

Recruitment
Prof. Rothschild announ~ed
at the <?ct..21st faculty meeting
t~e. ?egmmng of a search for a
vrsumg professor to, teach civil
procedure during the next a
sch.ool year. An affirmative
actIOn. plan. ~as been approved
for this posinon and a.nnouncement has been placed III several
publications Prof.' Rothschild

specifically invites student participation in the selection. Consideration of this matter is to
begin Oct. 25th 3:30 p.m. in the
faculty lounge. Because all
tenured positions have been
closed by the University, it is
emphasized that this isa one year
position.

,

Students .Excluded From-Search For Dean

(C~ntinuedfrom page 1)
election of the members of the
• Professor Harold P. Green dean search committee was held.
offered an amendment
in Professors
Jerome. ' Barron,
substitution to Professor Banz- James Chandler, Harold P.
haf's amendment to include Green, Ralph Nash, Robert
student representatives on the Park, Donald Rothschild, and
committee. Professor Green's Glen Weston were elected to the
amendment, which -was over- committee.
whelmingly adopted, directed
At this point a second
the dean search committee to recommendation by the faculty
make recommendations as to the appointments committee was
mode of participation of inter- introduced. This proposal called
ested parties who are not ten- for a faculty meeting at Airlie
ured faculty members. In re- House to consider the future
sponse to a question, he'
.
explicitly stated that his amendnent does not imply formal stuIent participation.
Professor Green,
among
lthers, noted that students have
ailed to meet. their obligations
o attend meetings: Student
iarticipation at faculty meetings
ras first permitted several years .
,go. Several of the faculty
nembers bringing up questions
f student participation were
nvolved in the fight to allow
tudents on the committees. An
stimate was made that students
ail to make 50% of the meetings
'hich they are supposed to
ttend, It was further brought
ut that many years ago the
uestion of whether to allow a
:presentative of The Advocate
I attend faculty meetings was
otly debated and- resolved in
ivor of participation. Professor
reen stated that this meeting
as the first meeting in many
:ars at which The Advocate id sent a - representative to
tend.
The text of the resolution for
e dean search committee and
e text of Green's amendment
llows:
:solution #1. A Resolution to
tablish A Dean ~Search
unrnittee
~ IT RESOLVED BY THE
~CULTY OF THE NATION-'
LAW CENTER That there
established a Dean Search
mmittee of seven persons
im among the tenured memrs of the regular active status
:ulty, such committee to elect .
own chairperson, adopt its
11 procedure, and report its
ommendations regularly to
faculty; the Dean Search
mmittee to serve until a suesor to Dean Kramer takes up
'her duties.
len'. -iimeJidinent-Resolu.
I: Be it resolved that the
en member dean search
imittee be instructed to
sent at the November faculty
:ting recommendations as to
mode of participation in the
n search for students,
nni, non-tenured faculty,
:r university faculty, and
:r interested parties.
lter substantial discussion,
the recommendation of the
Ity appointments committee
Green's amendment were
whelmingly adopted.
It
ld be noted that Dean
ert Kramer
consistenly
e rulings that allowed the

J

rssion to remain open. An

directions of the law school.
Professor Rothschild stated that,
while student particpation was
desired in the dean search
committee; the faculty appointments committee was unanimous in its position to exclude
students from the Airlie House
meeting. He suggested that
students might -wish to convene
their own meeting. Professor
Banzhaf's
motion to include
students at this meeting died for
a lack of a second to the motion.
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After some discussion, the
proposal for a faculty meeting at
Airlie House was adopted and
the meeting was adjourned.
.
.
Commencing with the October 25 issue The Advocate will
run a classified ad section.
Our rates are very reasonable:
$2.75 will purchase 5 lines in one,
issue. Use of 'The Advocate will '
enable you to reach many more
people than an often ignored
Bulletin Board allows:

ACADEMIC RESEARCH
All Subjects
Fast, protesslonat, pnd proven quality.
Send $1.00 for the current edition of our
220.- page mall order catalog.

(213) 477·8474
P.O. Box 25916·Z. Los Angeles, CA 90025

Legal Typing and
Transcription
Correcting-selectric or Mag
card. Experienced in styles and
forms. Deadlines met; Inexpensive rates;' work guaranteed;
pick-up and delivery. Call
Cindi 931·7074 anytime.
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·.Pr()rJohn BanzhaiIll,

JohnUelong:A-'MaU; Strippet~hows J-lis.Stuff
Writer's 'noie:'ln;he
~Pirit.of' support;' (jock .:stra~~):.·do notJiriajor' .asset -hasi-to ··.·be ~kept' ~CCO!1nrf~~'his unusual I'hysi-{~~~el1'~ "'liberatiori~•.~al~hough
equalityof the sexes and tuma-: come..In various cup'sizes as strapped down to keep people . que; "Lused -to work out with .most.the women who come to see
bout being fair play, this article. women's bras do, he says that if from staring at him as a freak. In light weights," he says.: "But. I hiS.. act regard themselves as'
was written as a reaction to.Ron they did .hevwould probably. the' few cases where he 'has never thought anything like this' liberated. He says that he has
Ostroff's very fine and amusing overflow even the'largestcup size forgotten to "belt up".;,or,where wouldhappen.":··~:"
., alwaystriedto
treat women as
Hatchet article about a busty available .. '.'
.' . the.strapshave..broken, "all hell. His problems began '.as a.iequals; letting them open their
female stripper.. Imitation.after ': This.is one of thereasons why .has' broken loose,' and .I've been teenager, John recalls; when he". own doors; pay their own checks,
.. all, is the most sincere form ot.·fte has i.to.. avoid. virtually -all-arrested.vstarediat,
and even';firstbegan to get aroused.r'All
arid defend themselves- as best
, flattery.Tregret that 1 could not sports.i Another is a special stoned." ..
.,'.....
'.
the blood would rush from my they can;
obtain anappropriate picture to: insurance .policy he has with c. Whenhe's on-stage,however,headandIwotildfrequentlypass·.
". He supports the Equal Rights,
illustrate it! The Hatchel dec/in- Lloydsof- London on his par- John Del.ong is as happy as he , out," he recalls. ,At first'it was Amendment (E.R.A.);'he says, .
. ed to runthis article, and raised iicularassets,
which prohibits can be, doing work which he both very.embarrassing andat
because it would take away
questions as to its suitability for. him from engaging in any activi- finds very satisfying; On stage times dangerous, but he soon privileges that worrien now have
publication-in.
aschooCtylikely
to cause damage-or what is. normally a handicap learned that wheneverthefeeling\,tha(mendonot.
"Women's Lib
newspaper. injury. 'becomesan'overwhelmirigasset,
occurred hc'simply·hadto·lie_
SUPPoI1eJ;Ssaythat die E.R.A.·
and John can let it all haI?-gout down to' permit. a . sufficient >'wil! Ii.otf?rce women togive up
When~stripper John DeLong
andr.bebavernaturally.without
amount of blood to keep flowing 'their roles as housewives, but
finishes his-act, the audience is"
worryingaboutstraps.belts.and
to his head.
.
. ". . ,.~, _,:0- rathetwould
give. them the
usually in a state of shock and. '. '.. "
";
.. .
possibleembarrassment."Jobndidn'talwaysplan
on-freedollltobe
eitherhousewivesc
amazement yelling for "more."." ~~':'Severalwomenin
~heaudience .being'~fInalestripper. Hismajot
or careetwomen." hdays. This
It's hard to see how John can:
John.even.has tr?Ubletrymgw~oagreedtO'b~interviewed
in . coll~ge was '. mechani~al.,.is.incorrect,.
he fe~Is,"'beclluse
show them"any more since they' to s.tay:1O.
~ood phYSlca~shape, a . s~l1d·thllt DeLong smoveme,~ts en~neenng,' .but··he .....
soon dlS-:, under E.R.A. men WIll 110longer
have already seen all I? inches of, ~as~,:requ1I'7me~t·o! h.1Sp, rofe~-::
.. on thes~ge. were almost ,poetlc, ..covered that -such a.,profes~ion < i>eopligated .to support' their
that part of him which make his slon.; He· tned Joggmg when It and ....that ..' they., enj?yed. .the was very. dangerous· toa man . wiyes~.husbandswould be just as
act a standout all up and down first became. a fad,but
h~d graceful movements··mhls act with his condition. .·jree~to'.staYat
home,. and then
the East coast.
troublerunmng,and
kepttnP'"'ratherthan
the mere sex appeal.
Next he tried to' go to law.whowouldbring
in the bacon?
John . DeLong' is a' male ping. Sit-ups, he says; are just tooO~ie woman. compared 'the effect schooL'. I:lowever •.his'female.·-~ John hascno long-term. plans'
'stripper- who is ctirrentlyshow- : embarrassing;- ~nd':'b7ndingto
.that'whi~h 'occurs when a Classmatesweresp attracted .to~ .()ther than to remain:a stripper, a
ing his stuff nightly,. together down to tou~h hIS toes IS e~en. cobra sways back and forth to him that hecouldn'tpayatten-'
jobhesays pays h~inmuch more
with two other men, at 'il" worse; Ju~p1Og !?pe,a~c?tdm!
hYp~otize,a small animal~ofre
tion in class' or st~dy ,and' hit: than he 'could earn asa~ engineer
nightclub in suburban Maryland toJ<!hn, IS.pOsltlvelypa1Oful,· stnking..
..
,male'
classmates eIther taunted - orl~wyer. He figures t~~t even 50
, . known as "The Lubricated andeve~ swimming is a proble~ . While i!'s true that .. m~t of him or 'beggedforthes~cretofyears
fromnow,women,will still
Woman."
The other
two because he has tow~ar the~192~s John's act ISgracefulan(1attImes his growth.,'
.' ....
,.paygood ~oney to see a 70 year
strippers are· handsome young"styleofmen's
bathm!r~~lfWlth al~ostpoetic,it.is,thefina?ty.
_ John DeLangis il(iiwhatyouc·~o.ld'man builUhewayheis with.
men with good physiques; and the lo~g legs.
<'.
w~ch hasthe audIence sta~dIng .wouldcall a strong supporter of'wrinklesall
over.' ,
the mostly all-female ..audience
..WhIle., most .men .~ould on ItSfeet. Atthe.close?fhIsact,
.....
~-__ .... _-- .....--.... >.
usually'give them a good round .' proba~ly regard hIScondItion as John DeLong ~wmgshIgh ~bove
.'....
,...,>.;f"""
of appIiluse.
But, .as one' amaJ~rasset,
~ohnpeLong
the headsofthe~omen
l~ the
.
en~husiast "put it, ~"when Jo.hn~nds.It
a~ha~dIcap 1o. many audience on a spe.cIally~modIfied .
SWIngs,he really sw1Ogs,"and It's :Sltuattons:,. A~lde from lt~ .a~- trapeze, a feat whIch bnn~s gasps'
.
A'
'.?".- ':'.' ..
clearly John DeLong' that the vantages l~Jl.lyact~~r
SIze IS :oLamaiement".from;ylrtually
.
women' are packing the house to .. mostly a pam In the ass; .he says,ceveryone.
.., ". . '. .
.:.
,.'
.
see.
. probably nQ~ far from the ,mark~- John says that he do.esn't try to
'John says that being a male .. On~ exemple, he says;. is t~t make his actsexybecau~e
he
stripper is hard work, and that he cannot use the-wall unIlllls In wants to .' be regarded. asa
some 'of the female club owners most men's rooms because they dancer rath~rthan' a mete sex
~.,try totakeadvantage of him; But are too high.He either has to find .object":! cantin~ersiand, he says, .
with his skills so much in demand' one mounted much lower down how,wpmen wIth,lar~ breasts
he can virtually set his own on .the wall for youn~ boys (in must feelwhenpeopleassume
conditions for bookings~ and he WhICh.case.:he getdtrtylooks.
that t!iey have tobe dumb but
scrupulously avoids any hanky- .from little kids), or he ~stos~epsexy.
,.'.
..........•.;:'
.. \;
panky with club owners or their ~ay ba~kfrom tbeunnal WhICh J()hn'~ ~e~ark,~ble, dev710p-:
female·friends.
.
"
usually causes the other men to ment began mhlsearly
teens,
Being amply endowed'-17
forget whattheya~
doing.-:
~nd' he' ean't think~f any parinches and over 4 pounds"-::'isnot '. '.'Except when ~e ISon stage, hIS ttcular.L. reason .WhICh',:.would
all fun and games,he says,and
... men should not be uncritically
envious. of him;: All···of his
clothing, including his unGRADUATE STUDIES PROGRAMS
derwear, has to be specially made.
for him. Although men's athletic'
sd~oolofM~n~geinent .
.
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More Service'
Library ,,-serviceson the. 3rd
floor desk have been increased.
Associate Law Librarian James
Heller will be available Mondays
1,1ntil5:30 p.m.; Thursdays until
9:30p.m.; and Fridays until 5:30
p;m. BrianDixon, a 3rd year law
student, will be added to the staff
working the 3rd floor 'desk. His
hours are: Monday 8-10 p.m.;
'Tuesday 5-10 p.m.; Wednesday
5-10 p.m.; and Friday 8-10 p.m.
Because of these changes,
there will be at least two experienced. people on the. desk
during the busiest hours.

Re~ruitingVisitation

'

GILBERT·
Law Summaries •

...'

>,'

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY, SYRACUSE, ~Y
".',:'

GETVOUR STUDY AIDS WHILE
. STOCK IS COM~,LETE/
,

The School of Management of SyracuseUniversity,Syra<:;use, NY, will be .
interviewing interested applicants~or
their Graduate Studies
. Programs on:"
,.._.

.'

.Tuesday, .November 29
1:30 P.M .• 4:30 P.M.
For further information and appointment,
please
contact the Placement/Career Servic,esoffice on your
campus;
..
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